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Figure 1. SDG eight is inextricably linked to other goals

SDG 10.1: progressively achieve
and sustain income growth of the
bottom 40% of the population
at a rate higher than the
national average

SDG 1.2: reduce at least by half
the proportion of men, women and
children of all ages living in poverty
in all its dimensions according to
national definitions

SDG 5.5: Ensure women’s
full and effective
participation and
equal opportunities
for leadership

SDG 4.4: substantially increase the number
of youth and adults who have relevant skills

Source: UN and Hermes Investment Management as at June 2019.

SDG 3.4: reduce by one
third premature mortality
from non-communicable
diseases and promote mental
health and well-being
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Part I: Getting to work on SDG 8

In this four-part series on SDG eight, we will demonstrate how we are engaging with
companies on four key questions on the provision of decent work. In this first instalment,
we tackle the question of who companies are employing.

Key points:
Our investment focus on SDG eight intersects with a
number of other SDGs and we engage with companies on
four key questions.
We believe some of our portfolio companies have potential
to embrace an ‘Opportunity Employment’ mindset, by
targeting their frontline recruitment and retention efforts
to reach under-tapped talent pools.
Companies also have the power to look beyond their own
direct workforces by ensuring that there is no exploitation
taking place among their suppliers and favouring suppliers
with inclusive recruitment policies.

Welcome to the (new) working week
“Welcome to the working week,
“I know it don’t thrill you,
“I hope it don’t kill you.”
So sang Elvis Costello in 1977 in a lyric that still resonates more than
40 years later. Despite enormous changes in the nature of
employment over the intervening four decades, work for many people
today remains dull and dangerous – and not just in developing
countries.
Indeed, across the developed world, governments, corporations and
think-tanks are debating ‘the future of work’ in an epoch where
technology threatens to disrupt jobs from the factory-floor to the
professional ranks.

Undoubtedly, forces such as automation and the shift to a low-carbon
economy will radically transform the employment landscape. And
although the fear that robots will render us all unemployed is, perhaps,
overblown (an analysis by Morgan Stanley found that Amazon has
been “both a net job creator and a catalyst for stronger job growth”)1,
there is a clear risk that digitally-displaced workers will end up in
lower-paid, lower-productivity, less fulfilling jobs.
Today, however, companies operating in various regions and industries
are reporting that they simply cannot find enough labour to employ.
For example, portfolio holding AptarGroup, a global supplier of
dispensing systems, highlighted this problem in its 2018 Sustainability
Report: “Currently, the labour market cannot provide enough skilled
technicians for manufacturing jobs.”
There is a growing acceptance that dangerous working conditions and
exploitation do not belong in a modern global economy. But, as per
the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) eight, it is not enough
that jobs don’t kill you; if not thrilling, work should, at least be ‘decent’.
And providing decent employment will have positive effects for the
economy, society, individual employees and, ultimately, for those
corporations that take the lead.

SDG 8: engaging on four key questions
SDG eight sets a lofty target for improving the lives of workers while
simultaneously lifting economic growth. But as the UN Development
Programme notes, the 17 SDGs “are interconnected – often the key to
success on one will involve tackling issues more commonly associated
with another” (see figure 1).

1 “Amazon, derided as a ‘job killer,’ actually boost local employment and business, Morgan Stanley says,” published by CNBC in December 2018.
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Inevitably, our investment focus on SDG eight intersects with a
number of the other UN goals but we welcome the new working
world by engaging with companies on four key questions:

1 W
 ho are companies employing – are there opportunities to
provide mutually beneficial employment opportunities to
individuals from deprived communities or from higher
unemployment constituencies?
2 H
 ow much do they pay – are companies paying a fair and ‘living’
wage ensuring that workers are able to live dignified lives and does
this extend to indirect employees too?
3 W
 hat additional financial and non-financial benefits are
provided – are employees coming to work healthy, motivated and
productive?
4 D
 evelopment and training – with human capital a rented asset,
are companies sufficiently developing their people by investing in
opportunities for employees to advance their skills and careers?
Since the inception of the Hermes SDG Engagement Equity Fund, we
have been engaging on the issue of decent growth. An illustration of
the above challenges is epitomised by one of our holdings, Clean
Harbors, a leading hazardous waste management company in the US,
with whom we have had mutliple interactions on this topic.
Given its reliance on logistics, the company has struggled, like others,
with the US trucking industry’s persistent driver shortages owing to the
aging workforce, turnover rates, reduced capacity and lifestyle
priorities. Clean Harbors’ drivers need to perform other skilled duties,
which requires a number of qualifications. To that end, the company
has invested in training programmes for employees.

During a difficult period in 2015, Clean Harbors made cuts to its 401k
(an employer-sponsored retirement savings plan) and other employee
benefits. Perhaps unsurprisingly, morale suffered, and employee
turnover increased, exacerbating recruitment and retention challenges.
In 2018, the company announced plans to reinvest in its workforce –
increasing average wages and bonus compensation as well as
reinstating the 401k and enhancing healthcare benefits. Further
progress is being made this year. In addition, the company is
undertaking an engagement survey and establishing clear internal
targets to reduce voluntary turnover. These steps should boost
workforce productivity and reinforce the company’s strong record on
employee safety.

In recognition of the particularly tight labour market conditions, Clean
Harbors has proactively identified particular pools from which to
recruit. It established a formal programme which guarantees job
interviews to soldiers and veterans – and as a result, it gains priority
access to exiting service members. By the end of 2018, veterans
accounted for 6% of the company’s workforce, compared to 1% of the
general population.

Who are companies employing
Job creation and access to employment underpin many of the SDG
targets, lifting people out of poverty and bringing previously underrepresented groups into the workforce. Today, the challenges
presented by increasingly tight labour markets present opportunities to
rethink hiring practices for mutual benefit (see Figure 2).
Providing disadvantaged populations with formal employment and
decent work opportunities offers one of the most impactful routes to
meeting those goals: as well as the immediate benefit of higher
income, the ability to acquire a career helps individuals, their families
and communities avoid a long-term poverty trap.
Businesses can also benefit from tapping into these under-utilised
pools of talent, which can include highly-skilled (or easily-trained)
people. Given the fierce war for talent, employers would benefit from
thinking differently about both jobs and the people who can fill them.
The broader global economic growth in recent years hasn’t necessarily
spilled over into more jobs for those in the under-employed cohorts
that include: women; youth; older workers; and, other vulnerable
groups such as persons with disabilities and ex-offenders.
While these circumstances are creating challenges for businesses
across industries and regions, companies competing for entry-level
talent may be able to respond more quickly. That’s because, while
these companies continue to invest in automation to achieve more
output with less human input, they are also cognisant that entry-level
talent is critical to their customers and overall brand. For example,
McDonalds has established a global goal to reduce barriers to
employment for 2m young people by 2025, while Starbucks has
committed to hiring 10,000 refugees and 100,000 opportunity youth
by 2020.

Given the fierce war for talent,
employers would benefit from thinking
differently about both jobs and the
people who can fill them.
Sustainability in the workplace
We have investments in travel concessions retailer SSP and cinema
chain Cineworld. Both companies are large employers of relatively
low-pay, entry-level roles. While our engagement on decent growth is
still at a nascent stage with both companies, we believe they have
significant potential to embrace an ‘Opportunity Employment’
mindset, targeting their frontline recruitment and retention efforts to
reach under-tapped talent pools, such as opportunity youth (the
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disproportionate population of young people who are out of school
and out of work), persons with disabilities or ex-offenders. Proactive
and systematic efforts in this direction by both companies could
improve engagement and boost productivity levels while reducing
costs and creating economic opportunities.
SSP, which operates food and beverage retail outlets in airports and
railway stations across 30 countries, employs well in excess of 37,000
people, mostly in entry-level positions. As such, labour represents a
significant fixed cost for the business (about 30% of sales). The high
level of employee turnover and reviews on Glassdoor – which are
based on workers’ direct feedback – suggest that there is scope for
improvements to be made.
Encouragingly, some of the national Human Resources teams have
already established partnerships with local organisations to offer career
opportunities to people from deprived communities. For example, SSP
America’s Phoenix location has a strong relationship with St. Joseph the
Worker, a local charity working with people from deprived communities
to give them the resources necessary to gain and maintain
employment.2 We believe that this is an illustration of the type of
partnership that could be replicated systematically across the group.
In addition, SSP works with the Corporation of Rehabilitative
Enterprises in Singapore to provide permanent jobs to 40 ex-offenders
each year, while in the UK, the company works with Launch Group to
offer young and disadvantaged people a two-week ‘into work’
programme.

The decent work agenda for supply chains
Companies also have the power to improve the employment market
beyond their own direct workforces by ensuring that there is no
exploitation taking place among their suppliers and favouring suppliers
that have inclusive recruitment policies.

How we engage with company management
teams and boards on SDG eight:
We highlight the challenges and opportunities associated with
more impactful employment models
We ask:

Does the company understand the relationship between

employee morale and productivity and has it analysed the
costs associated with unnecessary turnover?

That there remains a vast number of children (152m according to the
ILO)3 in child labour, despite the very welcome decline since 2000, is a
shame that we must all remain focused on addressing.
More positively, by selecting supply chain providers that offer career
advancement prospects to disadvantaged groups can have a powerful
multiplier effect – generating far-reaching societal and economic
benefits to local and national economies while reinforcing the
company’s commitment to the community. To that end, we are
members of the Global Impact Sourcing Coalition – a collaboration
between leading companies to build more inclusive global supply chains.
Our current holding Tullow Oil is a multinational oil and gas
exploration company that operates in countries where the oil industry
is just developing with limited relevant skills or expertise available in
local populations. Nonetheless, Tullow is committed to hiring locally
and has set internal targets for increasing the proportion of staff
represented by the nationals of host countries. Importantly and more
impactfully, it also requires its international suppliers to employ local
staff as well as source goods and services locally. Furthermore, it
requires these suppliers to set out their commitment to developing
local companies within their own supply chains in their tender
documents.

Moving towards sustainable work
SDG eight provides a useful framework for assessing how employers
are adapting to the new conditions for the good of the people they
employ, the wider society and – importantly – their own ongoing
profitability.
We will continue to engage on SDG eight, encouraging companies to
do more to improve the diversity of their workforces. After all, it is a
strong indicator of long-term corporate health.


Can the company seek opportunities to provide employment

to those within high-unemployment constituencies?
Similarly, can it do so via its supply chain?


Is the company, as a result of unconscious biases,

unintentionally limiting its talent pool and can it do more to
address systemic gender under-representation?

Will Pomroy
Lead Engagement Manager,
Hermes SDG Engagement Equity Fund

The value of investments and income from them may go down as well as up, and you may not get back the original amount invested.
It should be noted that any investments overseas may be affected by currency exchange rates. Investing in smaller/medium sized
companies may carry higher risks than investing in larger companies. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results
and targets are not guaranteed.
2 “SSP Group plc Annual Report and Accounts 2018,” published by SSP Group.
3 Global Estimates of Child Labour, ILO, 2016
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Figure 2: Who companies are employing: challenges and opportunities

Who companies are employing: challenges
and opportunities
THE CHALLENGE

YOUTH
UNEMPLOYMENT

FEMALE
PARTICIPATION

AGING POPULATION

Lack of employment opportunities for youth
Relevant SDG targets

Gender disparities in the labour market
Relevant SDG targets

5.5 and 8.5

The global population will see a substantial increase in
the number of people aged 65 years and above over the
coming decades
Relevant SDG target

DEPRIVED OR
UNDEREMPLOYED
CONSTITUENCIES

8.5 and 8.6

8.5

Characteristics such as ethnicity, disability and criminal
history can result in many people unfairly excluded from
decent work
Relevant SDG target

4 “World Employment Social Outlook: Trends 2018,” published by the International Labour Organisation in 2018.
5 Source: UC Chamber of Commerce as at June 2016 and Workforce Inst as at February 2008
6 “Female doctors make $105,000 less than male peers, review finds," published by Bloomberg on 13 March 2018.
7 “World Employment Social Outlook: Trends 2018,” published by the International Labour Organisation in 2018.
8 Source: ILOSTAT and UN World Population Prospects as at 2017
9 “Business Champion for Older Workers: Strategy and 2022 Target,” published by Business in the Community
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THE FACTS

The global youth unemployment rate stands at 13% – three

times higher than the adult rate4; one in seven young people are
unemployed in the US


Emerging economics have seen an explosion in their youth

population growth rates in recent years, but in some areas
almost 30% are unemployed


Research suggests that people who experience unemployment

OPPORTUNITY

Unplanned turnover costs between $3,000-$8,000 per

front-line worker (considering explicit costs alone)5


The private sector can offer work, training and education

opportunities to young people


Helping young people enter and stay in work helps promote

economic growth and better living conditions

between 16 and 24 years earn $400,000 less over the course
of their careers


In the US, women earned about 80% of what men made in

2016, according to the US Census Bureau6


In Northern Africa and Arab States, women are twice as


Companies can clearly play an important role through

recruitment and employment practices even in
sectors previously deemed as male-only preserves

likely to be unemployed as men7


Reducing the labour participation gap between men and

women by 25% (a stated G20 goal) would lift global GDP by
3.9%, including 4.8% in emerging markets, according to the
International Labour Organisation


Globally, the proportion of the 65-years plus cohort will rise

from the current 9.3% of the total population to 11.7% by 2030
and 15.8% in 20508


The average age of those in the global labour force is set to

rise, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region


Once older workers become unemployed it typically takes them

longer to return to work (Heywood and Siebert, 2009)


1bn people, or 15% of the world’s population, experience some

form of disability. They are less likely to be employed and
more likely to be in low paid jobs with poor working conditions
and promotional prospects10


One in three working-age Americans have a criminal-record

In March 2014, the Wall Street Journal reported that 85% of

autistic people in the US are unemployed or underemployed11


Older workers bring decades of vital, often hard to replace,

skills and depth and breadth of experience


If the employment rate of people aged 50-64 matched that

of those aged 35-49, it would add more than 5% to UK GDP9


McDonald’s reports 20% higher performance in their outlets

where workers aged 60+years are employed as part of a
multigenerational workforce


The average cost for making accommodations for a

disabled employee is just $50012

Evidence suggests that people with criminal records
often exhibit higher levels of firm commitment (due to
the scarcity of other opportunities), thereby reducing
employee turnover levels13

Research suggests that creating a neurodiverse14
workplace significantly boosts productivity (for example,
JPMorganChase found that a neurodiverse team achieved
48% higher productivity than a neurotypical team)

10 “Disability inclusion,” published by the World Bank.
11 Source: Untapped Group
12 “Workplace accommodations: low cost, high impact,” published by Job Accommodation Network in September 2005.
13 See, for example, “Five bottom line reasons why employers should hire ex-felons,” published by the Huffington Post in August 2015 or
“Demonstrating the benefit of hiring individuals with a criminal background,” published by TalentReWire.
14 Neurodiversity is a way of thinking about neurological variations (such as Autism Spectrum Disorder, Attention Deficit Disorder and Dyslexia).
15 Source: Untapped Group
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CASE STUDY

ENGAGEMENT PROGRESS: SSP
SSP, a holding in our portfolio, is the second-largest
concession caterer in the world, with more than
2,000 outlets in airports and railway stations in
over 30 countries, principally in Europe, Asia and
North America.

Engagement context
SSP employs well in excess of 37,000 people, mostly
in entry-level positions, in over 30 countries. Labour
represents a significant fixed cost for the business (about
30% of sales). Given its significant workforce, SSP directly
influences the quality of work and living standards of its
employees, and, through employment initiatives in the
UK, it provides employment to underemployed cohorts.

Engagement timeline: 2018 to June 2019
Milestones
Reduce external
commitments of chair

SDG issue at
1 Raise
the appropriate level

1

20 February 2018: We discussed our concerns around
the chair's significant external commitments.

Living wage

recognises
2 Company
that the issue is valid

2

19 April 2018: The company acknowledged our concerns and our
intention to vote against the chair's re-election at the AGM.

1

2

4 June 2018: We discussed the company's human capital
management practices, its high employee turnover rates
and its poor feedback on websites, such as Glassdoor, with
the company chair, whom acknowledged the challenge. In
subsequent follow up we signposted the company to social
enterprises working in the space.

10 April 2019: We sent a series of questions and topics which
we hope to discuss further with the company's human resources
director, including its analysis of turnover and associated costs;
employee morale; training and development.

Employment initiatives

2
19 April 2018: We welcomed SSP’s targeted employee initiatives,
which seek out and offer career opportunities to people from
deprived communities. Although the company has an international
footprint, these initiatives are UK-focused. The company agreed that
this is case.

Promote
healthy eating

1

2

19 April 2018: We discussed with the company the
potential for promoting healthier eating options on their
own menus and working with clients towards similar
objectives. The primary focus to date has been on offering
choice and pursuing unseen changes, such as switching
ingredients to lighter versions.

24 April 2018: The company has acknowledged the
issue of promoting healthier eating options and are
monitoring how to balance central control of menus
and procurement with tailored menus and innovation.
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Engagement themes
Employment initiatives

Some of the group’s country Human Resources teams have
partnerships with local organisations which offer career
opportunities to people from deprived communities. This is a clear
area for positive contribution to the SDGs and it shows the potential
for the group to extend this initiative across other sites and regions.

Living wage
Promote healthy eating
Commitments of chair

SDG alignment

3

Develop and commit to a credible
plan for change

3

4 June 2018: In a meeting with the company chair, he acknowledged
the need to continue to reduce his external commitments. He
explained that he will be stepping down from one or two company
boards this year.

plan succeeds and relevant impact
4 The
metrics are disclosed

4

Engagement commentary
In 2018, we met with the company’s chair and spoke
with their head of sustainability, head of investor
relations and company secretary. We were impressed
by the UK-focused initiatives and encouraged ad their
signalled willingness to systematise these initiatives
across the regions in which it operates.

12 February 2019: We explained again we had expected the chair
to reduce his commitments further. The chair acknowledged that
he understood investor concern about over-boarding and that his
intention remained to shrink his commitments further.

Theory of change: SSP

A core engagement objective of the Fund is to reduce

3

4

poverty. A principal mechanism is via companies paying
at least living wages in each country of operation. For
companies with high fixed labour costs this desire is
not always so straight-forward without undermining
near-term competitiveness. However, it is within the
gift of the company to generate an engaged culture
where employees feel valued and are able to develop
their skills and progress their careers. In addition, by
being imaginative and establishing partnerships with
local organisations they can offer work opportunities to
people from deprived communities and in so doing gain
productive employees and generate positive social impact.


As a concessions catering retailer, SSP directly influences

3

customer behaviour. The company has the opportunity
to move beyond the provision of low-fat options and
instead, actively promote healthy eating by using clear
labelling and reformulating recipes within its
own-brand offerings.

Investment context
SSP is a growth company aiming to expand its
market share in the air-travel catering sector, which
is expanding at a rate faster than global GDP. The
security requirements of airport operations form a
barrier to entry, which helps defend the positions
of effective operators, such as SSP. The company
benefits from an additional growth driver – its
significant Indian operation, which will be a platform
for expansion in the subcontinent. The stock
generates a return on equity of more than 20%
and earnings growth of more than 10% per annum
before non-organic business wins are taken into
consideration.
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Hermes Investment Management
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Our goal is to help people invest better, retire better and create a better society for all.
Our investment solutions include:
High active share equities, private markets, credit and responsible investment advisory services.
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